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Abstract
A series of Coulomb stress models are used to simulate the independently-derived (Holden et al., 2011) rupture process of Mw 7.1 Darfield earthquake. The 7-fault source model of Beavan et al. (2012) is used for all models. Model differences include (i) differences in the static stress thresholds (0, 1, 5, 10 MPa) that must be reached or exceeded to initiate rupture on a receiver fault, (ii) differences in whether fault-averaged, fault summative total, or maximum values of static stress on receiver faults are used with different threshold values from (i) to evaluate whether rupture proceeds or not, and (iii) whether rupture initiates only on the fault with the maximum static stress value (i.e., hierarchical model) or whether multiple faults where the static stress exceeds the threshold value can rupture concurrently (i.e., stress threshold model). Maximum static stress models in the stress threshold family with thresholds of 1 and 5 MPa most successfully replicate the Holden et al. (2011) Darfield rupture sequence, although further model modifications to thresholds based on fault slip tendency analyses, presented in Quigley et al. (in review), improve the consistency between model observations and the Holden et al. (2011) hypothesis.

Introduction
Recent earthquake events such as the 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura earthquake (New Zealand) (Hamling et al., 2017; Litchfield et al., 2018) and 2010 Mw 7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake (Mexico) (Fletcher et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2011) demonstrate the complex nature of earthquake events in interlinked multi-fault systems. Modelling rupture scenarios and potential maximum magnitude events in multi-fault systems has significant implications for hazard
modelling and characterisation (Field et al., 2014). Recent work has used Coulomb stress change (CSC) analysis to investigate multi-fault earthquake scenarios, including multi-fault rupture cascades (Fletcher et al., 2016) and spatio-temporally clustered earthquakes (Walters et al., 2018).

We present a methodology for CSC based multi-fault rupture modelling using the 2010 Mw 7.1 Darfield earthquake event in New Zealand as an example. Our methods are similar to CSC multi-rupture modelling undertaken by Parsons et al. (2012) and Fletcher et al. (2016).

We present a full suite of results from our CSC modelling methodology in this paper, which are discussed in further detail in a submitted manuscript to the JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH. The submitted manuscript combines the results included in this EARTHARXIV paper with additional analysis of empirically derived stress drop estimates, Mohr-Coulomb fault slip tendency and Gutenberg-Richter scaling and b-value estimates for the Darfield earthquake.

The Canterbury earthquake sequence (Quigley et al., 2016) started with the Darfield rupture on 2010 September 3 with a Mw 7.1 earthquake. This event is interpreted to have ruptured at least six reverse and strike slip faults or fault segments (Beavan et al., 2012; Elliott et al., 2012). Analysis of the Darfield rupture sequence suggests that the hypocentral source fault of initial rupture is the Charing Cross reverse fault (CCF) (Beavan et al., 2012; Gledhill et al., 2010) which then propagated onto neighbouring faults including the Charing Cross north fault (CCn), Greendale central fault (GFe), Greendale east fault (GFe) Sandy Knolls fault (SKF), and Hororata Anticline fault (HAF) (Fig. 1). Holden et al. (2011) present a rupture order model, with rupture propagating from the CCF hypocentre in a SW direction towards to the Greendale fault (GF), NW onto the Charing Cross north fault (CCFn), eastward onto the central section of the Greendale fault (GFe), toward the Sandy Knolls blind oblique-reverse fault (SKF) and Greendale fault east (GFe), and westward on to the Greendale fault west (GFw), toward the Hororata Anticline Fault (HAF).

![Darfield earthquake source faults based on Beavan et al. (2010)](image)

We aim to investigate different Coulomb stress change modelling approaches to replicate the published rupture order of Holden et al. (2011) and observe how rupture may have propagated if the hypocentral fault were any other in the system. We present our methodology and all results in static image, video and excel format.
Method

We use standard methodology for Coulomb stress modelling (King et al., 1994) to calculate static stress changes imposed by source fault ruptures (hypocentral fault) onto proximal receiver faults using Okada’s (1992) equations.

We apply a branching model network to investigate variations in multi-fault ruptures depending on hypocentral fault location and CSC based criteria to investigate how stress changes affect multi-fault rupture in different scenarios (Fig 2). We use the fault source model presented in Beavan et al (2012) and run models first with the CCF as hypocentral fault, and then where rupture initiates on any other fault in the system (Fig. 1).

![Fig 2. Flow chart showing branching model network with all model steps and CSC based criteria. The model steps are repeated for all hypocentral faults, resulting in 168 individual model outcomes.](image)

The two branches of models follow two analytical approaches for Rupture Sequence Control (Fig. 2, Fig 3.). The first, “Stress threshold”, assumes instantaneous rupture occurs on any receiver fault if the imposed CSC is greater than the defined critical CSC value (CSC_{crit}), with recalculation of stress on un-ruptured receiver faults. The second approach, “stress hierarchy” assumes only the receiver fault with the highest CSC value ruptures, and CSC values are then recalculated across the remaining receiver faults. Rupture ceases in both approaches when the imposed CSC on a receiver fault is < CSC_{crit}. The stress hierarchy approach has similar theoretical aspects to the rupture branching analysis conducted by Parsons et al. (2012).

Three sets of “CSC calculation outputs” are then modelled (Fig 2.): the average of the CSC values (CSC_{ave}); the maximum CSC value (CSC_{max}); and the total sum of CSC values (CSC_{tot}) (Fig 4). These determine how the static stress changes for each 1km² receiver fault pixel are calculated to determine whether the applied critical CSC value (CSC_{crit}) has been exceeded for fault rupture to occur (Fig 3). The CSC_{crit} values applied for each model are 0 MPa, 1 MPa, 5 MPa, and 10 MPa.

The total number of models is therefore 168 with branches of: 7 x Rupture Order (CCF first based on Holden et al. (2011), or initiation on any of the other 6 faults); 2 x Rupture Sequence Control (stress threshold and stress hierarchy); 3 x CSC Calculation Outputs (CSC_{ave}, CSC_{max}, CSC_{tot}); and 4 x CSC Thresholds (0 MPa, 1 MPa, 5 MPa, and 10 MPa).
Fig 3. Example of "stress threshold" and "stress hierarchy" Rupture Sequence Control results demonstrating (a) four receiver faults receiving $CSC_{\text{max}} \geq 5$ MPa and simultaneously rupturing, with subsequent recalculation of stress on other receiver faults, until no faults have $CSC_{\text{max}} \geq 5$ MPa (b) a single receiver fault with the highest $CSC_{\text{max}}$ rupturing with subsequent recalculation of stress on all receiver faults in a recurrent fashion until no faults have $CSC_{\text{max}} \geq 5$ MPa.

Fig 4. Visualisation of "CSC Calculation Outputs" for a fault plane with example coulomb static stress changes.
Summary of results

CSC modelling results are presented in two excel workbooks included with this paper. The first file includes results for all “Stress Threshold” models, and the other all “Stress hierarchy”. Each excel workbook contains three sheets (tabs), documenting results for CSCave, CSCmax, and CSCtot. Each sheet documents initiation of rupture on each of the seven faults, and demonstrates the number of steps required for either (i) all faults to rupture or (ii) rupture termination based on CSC threshold values of 0, 1, 5, 10 MPa.

All the results included in the excel worksheets are shown visually as static images with the naming structure:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rupture sequence control</th>
<th>CSC calculation output</th>
<th>CSC threshold value</th>
<th>Hypocentral fault</th>
<th>Step number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Darfield” = stress threshold</td>
<td>CSCavg = avgstress, CSCmax = maxstress, CSCtot = totstress</td>
<td>0, 1, 5, 10 MPa</td>
<td>1 – GFc, 2 – GFw, 3 – Gfe, 4 – CCF, 5 – HAF, 6 – CCFn, 7 – SKF</td>
<td>1 – 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: naming structure for static images included in supplement, with each step separated by an underscore.

For example “Darfield_avestress_0MPa_1_1.jpg” is the first rupture step with the GFc as hypocentral fault, under the stress threshold model, with CSC\textsubscript{avg}\textsubscript{crit} = 0 MPa.

All models are included as video files demonstrating the complete steps required to either (i) rupture all faults or (ii) terminate rupture. Two video files show the CCF as the hypocentral fault with all CSC calculation outputs and CSC thresholds for the “stress threshold” Rupture Sequence Control, followed by all models under the “stress hierarchy” Rupture Sequence Control. Six videos the show results for all CSC thresholds (0 MPa, 1 MPa, 5 MPa, and 10 MPa ) for all seven potential hypocentral fault scenarios (Fig 1.) with variables of CSC Calculation Outputs and Rupture Sequence Controls (i.e. 3x Stress Hierarchy videos for CSCave, CSCmax, CSCtot; 3x Stress Threshold videos for CSCave, CSCmax, CSCtot).

Figure 5 summarises the full results by demonstrating the number of steps required for the model to either (i) rupture all faults (n = 32) or (ii) terminate rupture (n = 136). Green stars indicate what models ruptured all faults, rather than terminating because no faults in the step had CSC values greater than the defined CSC\textsubscript{x\text{crit}} value. Red stars indicate models that terminated prior to rupturing all faults.
Fig 5. Graphs demonstrating the number of steps required to either rupture all faults or terminate rupture for each hypocentral fault initiation. The top graph includes all labels for all branches of CSC model criteria, for reference with the other graphs. Green stars indicate which models completely ruptured all faults (i.e. all faults experienced $\text{CSC}_x \geq \text{CSC}_{x,\text{crit}}$), red stars indicate models that terminate when no more faults fit the criteria (i.e. $\text{CSC}_x \leq \text{CSC}_{x,\text{crit}}$).
Discussion points

The results (excel workbooks, static images, videos and graphs) show which branches of our CSC model criteria were most successful at replicating the Holden et al. (2011) rupture scenario for the Darfield earthquake (initiation on CCF), and also explore how the multi-fault system may behave if rupture initiates on any of the other faults in the system. Figure 5 shows that models with CSC_{max}^{crit} values of 0 and 1 MPa were the most successful at rupturing all faults, in both the Stress Threshold and Stress Hierarchy systems. None of the CSC_{avg} or CSC_{tot} models were successful at rupturing all faults, with models ceasing rupture most commonly within 2 steps after no faults reached the CSC_{crit} value. The sequence of faults ruptured for each of these scenarios changes depending on the hypocentral fault (this data is available in the excel spreadsheets, static images and videos).

Our modelling aims to address a variety of questions including:

- Is the sequence of fault rupture and duration (i.e. rupture steps before termination) of multi-fault rupture affected by different methods to calculate when CSC^{crit} has been overcome for an individual receiver fault (i.e. CSC_{ave}, CSC_{max}, CSC_{tot});
- How do geologically reasonable CSC^{crit} values for fault rupture (i.e. 1 MPa for optimally orientated faults and 5 MPa for misorientated faults) compare to a minimum value (0 MPa) and a maximum value (10 MPa) on how many receiver faults will rupture in an event, and how many steps to termination of rupture;
- What method of rupture sequence control (stress threshold or stress hierarchy) best simulates a known multi-fault rupture event (i.e. the Darfield earthquake sequence);
- How is rupture sequence and duration affected by initiation on different faults in a multi-fault system, and what variety of CSC-modelling best describes (i) a known rupture and (ii) previously published explanations for multi-fault rupture (i.e. the Keystone Fault model of Fletcher et al. (2016)).

These results are explored in more detail in our submitted manuscript to JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH and are combined with analysis of other seismological and geological data to explore controls on multi-fault system rupture behaviour, maximum potential magnitude, and frequency-magnitude distributions.
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